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Abstract. Competition and cooperation can boost the performance of
search. Both can be implemented with a portfolio of algorithms which run
in parallel, give hints to each other and compete for being the first to fin-
ish and deliver the solution. In this paper we present a new generic frame-
work for the application of algorithms for distributed constraint satisfac-
tion which makes use of both cooperation and competition. This frame-
work improves the performance of two different standard algorithms by
one order of magnitude and can reduce the risk of poor performance by
up to three orders of magnitude. We expect our new methods to be sim-
ilarly beneficial for any tree-based distributed search and describe ways
on how to incorporate them.
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1 Introduction

In many application domains constraint-based tree-search methods are the tech-
nology of choice to solve NP-complete problems today. However, when actually
applying the algorithms without further customization, we have often experi-
enced inacceptable performance. This results from various well-investigated fac-
tors including bad modelling and the choice of a wrong labelling strategy. The
solution for bad modelling often resides in a good understanding of the constraint
processing which results in the application of well known modelling patterns
(channeling constraints, redundant modelling, etc). Finding a good labelling
strategy is not obvious and usually requires long and expensive preliminary ex-
periments on a set of realistic problem instances. Performing those experiments
or defining realistic input samples is far from being simple for todays large scale
real life applications. Ideally we would not have to make a choice for a labelling
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strategy at all and rather be able to use an algorithm “out-of-the-box” which
finds the best strategy itself [Pug04].

The previous observations are emphasized in the processing of distributed
constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSPs). Indeed, the distributed nature of
those problems makes any preliminary experimental step difficult since con-
strained problems usually emerge from the interaction of independent and dis-
connected agents transiently agreeing to look after a set of globally consistent
local solutions [FM02].

This work targets on those cases where bad performance in DisCSP can be
prevented by choosing a good labelling strategy and executing it in a benefiting
order within the agents. In this paper we define a notion for the risk we have to
face when choosing an agent-ordering and present the new “M-” framework3 for
the execution of distributed search. An M- portfolio executes several distributed
search strategies in parallel and let them compete and cooperate for being the
first to finish. We apply the framework in two case studies where we define
the algorithms “M-ABT” and “M-IDIBT” which improve their counterparts
ABT [YDIK92] and IDIBT [Ham02] significantly. With these case studies we can
show the benefit of competition and cooperation for the underlying distributed
search algorithms. We expect the “M-” framework to be similarily beneficial
for other tree-based DisCSP algorithms. Cooperation of distributed searches is
implemented with the aggregation of knowledge within agents and thus yields
no extra communication. The knowledge gained from all the parallel searches
is used by the agents for their local decision making in each single search. We
present two principles of aggregation and employ them in methods which are
applicable to the limited scope of the agents in DisCSP.

In the next section we define the risks we have to face in search. This can be
used as another metric (besides performance) to evaluate algorithms. In Section
3 we present the new “M-” framework. Section 4 describes our case studies and
Section 5 their empirical evaluation. Then we discuss related work, summarize
the results and outline some ideas for future work.

2 Risks in Search

Here we present two definitions of risk is search. The first notion called random-

ization risk is related to the changes in performances when the same algorithm
is applied multiple times to a single problem instance. The second notion called
selection risk represents the risk of selecting the wrong algorithm, i.e., the one
which performs poorly on the considered instance.

2.1 Randomization Risk

In [GS01] “risk” is defined as the standard deviation of the performance of one
algorithm applied to one problem multiple times. This risk increases when more
randomness is used in the algorithms.

3 M stands for Multi-Directional. “M-” searches in multiple directions, namely agent
topologies, at the same time.



Definition 1. The R-Risk is the standard deviation of the performance of one

algorithm applied multiply to one problem.

Reducing the R-Risk leads in many cases to tradeoffs in performance [GSK98],
such that the reduction of this risk is in general not desirable. For instance, we
would in most cases rather wait between 1–10 seconds for a solution than waiting
7–8 seconds. In the latter case the risk is lower but we do not have the chance
to get the best performance.

In asynchronous and distributed systems we are not able to eliminate ran-
domness at all. Besides intended randomness (e.g. in value selection functions)
it emerges from external factors including the CPU scheduling to agents or un-
predictable times for message passing [ZM03].

To get a standpoint of the R-Risk in DisCSP we made a preliminary ex-
periment, where randomness emerged from distribution only. We solved binary
DisCSPs with the IDIBT and ABT algorithms with random message delays
and unpredictable agent-activation. It turned out that the R-Risk is in general
very high (compared to monolithic systems). Even with completely deterministic
value-selection functions the performance of different runs of the algorithm on
the same problem differed significantly. For instance, the ABT algorithm with
lexicographic labelling applied 100 times to the 10-queens problem could find
one solution in 297–5374 ms while IDIBT applied 100 times took 1640–1984 ms.
The R-Risk resulting exclusively from distribution was 807 for ABT and 96 for
IDIBT.

2.2 Selection Risk

The risk we take when we select a certain algorithm or a heuristic to be applied
within an algorithm to solve a problem will always be that this is the wrong
choice. For most problems we do not know in advance, which the best algorithm
or heuristic will be and may select one which performs much worse than others.
We’ll refer to this risk as to the Selection-Risk (S-Risk).

Definition 2. The S-Risk of a set of algorithms A is the standard deviation of

the performance of each a ∈ A applied the same number of times to one problem.

We investigated the S-Risk emerging from the chosen agent ordering in IDIBT in
a preliminary experiment on small, fairly hard random problems (15 variables, 5
values, denisty 0.3, tightness 0.4). We used one variable per agent and could thus
implement variable-orderings in the ordering of agents. We used lexicographic
value selection and four different static variable-ordering heuristics: a well-known
“intelligent” heuristic, its inverse (which should be bad) and two different blind
heuristics. As expected, we could observe that the intelligent heuristic dominates
in average but that it is not always the best. It was the fastest in 59% of the tests,
but it was also the slowest in 5% of the experiments. The second best heuris-
tic (best in 18%) was also the second worst (also 18%). The “anti-intelligent”
heuristic turned out to be the best of the four in 7% after all. The differences
between the performances were quite significant with a factor of up to 5. Applied



to the same problems, ABT gave very similar results with a larger performance
range of up to factor 40.

3 Multi-Directional Distributed Search

By a direction in search we refer to a variable ordering. In this paper we con-
sider only static orderings but the “M-” framework can be used with dynamic
orderings as well. In DisCSP the variable ordering implies the agent topology.
Assume that each agent hosts one variable, for each constraint a directed connec-
tion between two agents/variables is imposed. The direction defines the priority
of the agents and thus in which direction backtracking is performed. In Fig-
ure 1 we show two different static agent-topologies emerging from two different
variable-ordering heuristics in DisCSP.
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Fig. 1. DisCSP and agent topologies implied by variable orderings

The idea of Multi-Directional search is that several variable orderings and
thus several agent topologies are used by concurrent searches. We refer to this
idea as to the “M-” framework for DisCSP. Applied to an algorithm X it defines
a DisCSP algorithm M-X which applies X multiply in parallel. Each search
operates in its usual way on one of the previously selected topologies. In each
agent the multiple searches use separate contexts to store the various pieces
of information they require. These include for example adjacent agents, their
current value or their beliefs about the current values of other agents. Given
the topologies in Figure 1, agent X3 for example, would contain two contexts.
In the one which is related to maxDegree it would store X7 as lower prioritized
adjacent agent and in the other it would store X1. In ABT or IDIBT it would
thus address messages that notify others of new values (ok? in ABT, infoVal in
IDIBT) to agent X7 in one search effort and to X1 in the other.



In a set of such agents different search-efforts can be made in parallel. Each
message will refer to a context and will be processed in the scope of this context.
The first search to terminate will deliver the solution or report failure. Termi-
nation detection has thus to be implemented for each of the contexts separately.
This does not yield any extra communication as shown for the multiple contexts
of IDIBT in [Ham02].

One motivation for this is to reduce the S-Risk by adding more diversity
to the used portfolio. Assuming we do not know anything about the quality
of orderings, the chance of including a good ordering in a set of M different
orderings is |M |-times higher than selecting it for execution in one search. When
we know intelligent heuristiscs we should include them but the use of many of
them will reduce the risk of bad performance for every single problem instance
(cf. experiement in Section on S-Risk). Furthermore the expected performance
is improved with the “M-” framework since always the best heuristic in the
portfolio will deliver the solution or report failure. If we have a portfolio of
orderings M where the expected runtime of each m ∈ M is t(m) then ideally
(if no overhead emerges) the system terminates after min({t(m)|m ∈ M}). The
resulting tradeoffs and overheads for this are investigated in this paper.

The tradeoff in space is linear in the number of applied orderings. Thus, it
clearly depends on the size of the data structures that need to be duplicated for
the contexts. This will include only internal data structures which are related to
the state of search. “M-” does not duplicate the whole agent. The data structures
for communication for instance are jointly used by all the concurrent search
efforts.

The tradeoff in computational costs will be described in detail in the Section
on the Empirical Evaluation.

3.1 Aggregation

Besides the idea of letting randomized algorithms compete to become “as good
as the best” the “M-” frameowrk can also use cooperation. With this we may be
able to be even “better than the best”, by accelerating the best search effort even
more by providing it with useful knowledge others have found. Cooperation is
implemented in the aggregation of knowledge within the agents. The agents use
the information gained from one search to make better decisions (value selection)
in another search. This enlarges the amount of knowledge on the basis of which
local decisions are made.

In distributed search, the only information that agents can use for aggrega-
tion is their view to the global system. With multiple contexts, the agents have
multiple views and thus more information available for their local reasoning.
In this setting, the aggregation yields no extra communication costs. It can be
performed locally and does not require any messages or blackboard-access.

In order to implement Aggregation we have to make two design decisions:
first, which knowledge is used and second, how it is used. As mentioned before
we use knowledge that is available for free from the internally stored data of the
agents. In particular this may include:



usage. Each agent knows the values it currently has selected in each search.

support. Each agent can store currently known values of other agents (agent-
view) and the constraints that need to be satisfied with these values.

nogoods. Agents may store partial assignments that are found to be inconsis-
tent.

effort. Each agent knows for each search how much effort in terms of the
number of backtracks it has already invested.

The interpretation of this knowledge can follow two orthogonal principles: di-

versity and emulation. Diversity implements the idea of traversing the search
space in different parts simultaneously in order not to miss the part in which a
solution can be found. The concept of emulation implements the idea of cooper-
ative problem solving, where agents try to combine (partial) solutions in order
to make use of work which others have already done.

With these concepts of providing and interpreting knowledge we can define
the portfolio of aggregation methods shown in Table 1. In each box we provide
a name (to be used in the following) and a short description of which value is
preferably selected by an agent for a search.

diversity emulation

usage minUsed: the value which is
used the least in other searches

maxUsed: the value which is
used most in other searches

support – maxSupport: the value that is
most supported by constraints
wrt. current agent-views

nogood differ: the value which is least
included in nogoods

share: always use nogoods of
all searches

effort minBt: a value which is not the
current value of searches with
many backtracks

maxBt: the current value of
the search with most back-
tracks

Table 1. Methods of aggregation.

4 Algorithms

As a case study to investigate the benefit of competition and cooperation in
distributed search we implemented M-IDIBT and M-ABT.

M-IDIBT This algorithm incorporates IDIBT [Ham02] in the “M-” frame-
work. IDIBT already uses multiple contexts to perform parallel search (i.e., split-
ting of search tree). We use the contexts for different variable-orderings but apply
each of them to the complete search tree. In order to prevent the required pre-
processing of the agent topology with DisAO [Ham02] we changed the algorithm



to add the required extra links between agents dynamically during search (sim-
ilar to the processing of “addLink”-messages in ABT). Finally we extended the
algorithm to support dynamic value selection which is essential for Aggregation.

M-ABT This algorithm incorporates ABT [YDIK92] in the “M-” framwork.
For this we implemented contexts by duplicating the local storage of current
value, agent-view and nogood-store. Storing the nogood-store multiply may have
large tradeoffs in space, but sharing it means applying Aggregation and is thus
considered separately. In M-ABT every message carries additionally the id of its
related search. No other changes were made to the original algorithm.

5 Empirical Evaluation

For the empirical evaluation of the “M-” framework we processed more than
180000 DisCSPs with M-IDIBT and M-ABT. We solved random binary prob-
lems (15 variables, 5 values), n-queens-problems with n up to 20 and quasi-
group completion problems with up to 81 agents. To compare the performance
of the algorithms we counted overall constraint checks (cc), concurrent constraint
checks(ccc), the overall number of messages(mc), the longest path of sequential
messages(smc) and the run time (t) given in seconds. All tests were run in a
Java multi-threaded simulator where each agent implements a thread using ran-
dom message delays and unpredictable thread-scheduling. All the threads were
executed in one process and thus on one processor (2Ghz Windows PC).

5.1 Basic Performance

In Figure 2 we show the median numbers of messages sent and the runtime to
find one solution by different sized portfolios on fairly hard instances (density
0.3, tightness 0.4) of random problems (sample size 300). No aggregation was
used in these experiments. The best known4 variable-ordering (maxDegree) was
used in each portfolio including those of size 1 which are equivalent to the basic
algorithms. In the larger portfolios blind orderings (lex and random) and more
instances of maxDegree were added. It can be seen that with increasing portfolio-
size there is more communication (sent messages) between agents. In the same
Figure we show the run time, which correlated strongly to smc and ccc. It can be
seen that the performance improves up to a certain point when larger portfolios
are used. In our experimental setting this point is reached with size 10. With
larger portfolios no further speedup can be achieved which would make up the
communication cost and compuational overhead.

5.2 Risks

To evaluate the risks we used the same experimental setting as before but with
random variable orderings and lexicographic value selection. This static value se-
lection would reduce the R-Risk as widely as possible. Using random orderings

4 We made preliminary experiments to determine this.



Fig. 2. Communication and runtime in portfolios.

would eliminate the effects we get from knowledge about heuristics and allow
for a non-biased evaluation. Each portfolio was applied 100 times to one hard
random problem instance. The standard-deviation of the runtime is shown in
Figure 3 on a logarithmic scale. It can be seen that the risk is reduced signifi-
cantly with the use of portfolios. With portfolio size 20, for instance, the risks
of M-IDIBT and M-ABT are 344 and 727 smaller than the ones of IDIBT and
ABT, respectively.

5.3 Performance with Aggregation

The benefit of Aggregation which is implemented with the different value se-
lection heuristics is presented in Table 2. Each column in the table shows the
median values of at least 100 samples solved with M-IDIBT with a portfolio of
size 10 applied to 30 different hard random and quasigroup completion prob-
lems. The latter class of problems (cf. [GS01]) were encoded in a straightforward
model: N2 variables, one variable per agent, no symmetry breaking, binary con-
straints only. We solved problems with a 42% ratio of pre-assigned values which
is the peak value in the phase transition for all orders, i.e., we used the hardest
problem instances for our test.

In the table we refer to the aggregation methods introduced in Table 1, the
bottom line shows the performance with random value selection (and thus no
aggregation). When we consider the running time, it seems that the choice of
the best method depends on the problem. For the quasigroup, aggregation based
on the emulation principle seems to be better, on random problems not.



Fig. 3. S-Risk including the R-Risk emerging from distribution.

random quasigroups
smc ccc t smc

1000

ccc

1000
t

minUsed 367 2196 1.563 102 1625 448
maxUsed 379 2118 1.437 40 635 182
minBt 392 2281 1.640 104 1330 367
maxBt 433 2541 1.820 43 694 171

maxSupp 57 5718 1.922 1.9 3727 143

random 409 2406 1.664 73 1068 298

Table 2. Performance of aggregation methods.

Interestingly, message passing operations present a different picture. It can
be seen that maxSupport uses by far the least messages. These operations are
reduced by a factor of 7 (resp. 38) for random (resp. quasigroups) problems.
However, it cannot outperform the others significantly because the computation
of this aggregation method is relatively costly. To this respect there is, however,
potential since we do not use an incremental algorithm for this. Nevertheless,
message passing are the most critical operations in real systems and this for either
long latencies or high energy consumption (e.g., ad-hoc networks [FM02]). The
previous remark makes the maxSupport aggregation method really promising.

5.4 Overall Performance

In order to evaluate the relevance of the “M-” framework we investigated how it
scales in larger and more structured problems. For this we applied good configu-



rations found in the previous experiments to the well-known quasigroup comple-
tion problem. Table 3 shows the experimental results of distributed search algo-
rithms on problems of different orders. ABT and IDIBT used the domain/degree
variable ordering, which was tested best in preliminary experiments. In the
larger portfolios we used domain/degree and additional other heuristics includ-
ing maxDegree, minDomain, lex and random. In all portfolios Aggregation with
the method maxUsed was applied. For each order we show the median runtime
(in seconds) to solve 20 different problems (once each) and the number of solved
problems. When less than 10 instances could be solved within a timeout of two
hours we naturally cannot provide meaningful median results. In the experi-
ments with M-ABT we have also observed runs which were aborted because of
memory problems in our simulator. For order 8 these were about one third of the
unsolved problems, for order 9 this problem occurred in all unsuccessful tests.
This memory problem arising from the nogood-storage of ABT was addressed
in [BBMM05] and is not subject to this research.

5 6 7 8 9

ABT 0.3, 20 -, 8 -, 1 -, 0 -, 0
size 5 0.5, 20 5.9, 19 35.8, 14 -, 2 -, 0
size 10 0.6, 20 6.1, 20 40.6, 17 -, 8 -, 1

IDIBT 1.8, 20 12.4, 20 234, 20 4356, 16 -, 5
size 5 0.2, 20 0.9, 20 9.3, 20 709, 20 -, 6
size 10 0.3, 20 1.7, 20 8.2, 20 339, 20 -, 8

Table 3. Median performance and instances solved (out of 20) of quasigroup comple-
tion problems with 42% pre-assigned values.

From the successful tests it can be seen that portfolios improve the median
performance of IDIBT significantly. In the problems of order 7 a portfolio of
10 was 28 times faster than the regular IDIBT. Furthermore, portfolios seem
to become more and more beneficial in larger problems as the portfolio of size
10 seems to scale better than smaller one. ABT does not benefit in the median
runtime but the reduced risk makes a big difference. With the portfolio we could
solve 14 resp. 17 instances of order 7 problems whereas the plain algorithm could
only solve one.

5.5 Idle Time

To complete the presentation of our experimental results let us consider time
utilization in distributed search. It appears that both considered classical al-
gorithms underuse available resources. This is figured in the first two columns
of Table 4 for various problem classes. The numbers represent the average idle
times (10-100 samples) of the agents. These idle times can be used “for free” to
perform further computations in concurrent search efforts. The M- framework



with a portfolio of size 10 applied to the same problems makes a better use of
computational resources and this can be understood as an important decrease
in idle times for either M-ABT or M-IDIBT.

problem class idle time of agents
ABT IDIBT M-ABT M-IDIBT

easy random 87% 92% 56% 47%
hard random 92% 96% 39% 59%
n-queens 91% 94% 48% 52%
hard quasigroups 87% 93% 28% 59%

Table 4. Idle times of agents in DisCSP.

6 Related Work

The benefit of cooperating searches executed in parallel was first investigated for
CSP in [HH93]. They used multiple agents, each of which executed one mono-
lithic search algorithm. Agents cooperated by writing/reading hints to/from a
common blackboard. The hints were partial solutions or nogoods its sender has
found and the receiver could re-use them in its efforts. In contrast to our work,
this multi-agent system was an artefact created for the cooperation. Thus the
overhead it produced, especially when not every agent could use its own proces-
sor, added directly to the overall performance. Another big difference between
Hogg’s work and ours is that DisCSP agents do not have a global view of the
searches and can thus only communicate what’s in their agent-view which usually
captures partial solutions for comparably few variables only.

Later the expected performance and the expected (Randomization-) risk in
portfolios of algorithms was investigated in [GS97,GS01]. No cooperation be-
tween the processes was used here. In the newer paper the authors concluded
that portfolios, provided there are enough processors, reduce the risk and im-
prove the performance. When algorithms do not run in parallel (i.e., when not
each search can use its own processor) the portfolio approach becomes equivalent
to random restarts [GSK98]. Using only one processor, the expected performance
and risk of both are equivalent. In contrast to Gomes and Selman we cannot al-
locate search processes to CPUs. In DisCSP we have to allocate each agent,
which participates in every search, to one process. Thus the load-balancing is
performed by the agents and not by the designer of the portfolio. In this paper
we consider agents that do this on a first-come-first-serve basis. Furthermore we
use cooperation between the agents and the parallelism is not an overhead-prune
artefact.

Distributed interleaved search was presented for the first time in [Ham99].
This work was a generalization of the DIBT algorithm [HBQ98] into IDIBT.



The idea was to break the search space in independent subspaces simultaneously
explored by the agents. Within each agent the search was interleaved between
different contexts, i.e., subspaces. Between agents, true parallelism was achieved
by agents independence i.e., two agents could simultaneously explore disjoint
subspaces.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a new generic framework for the execution
of DisCSP algorithms. We have tested it with two standard methods but any
tree-based distributed search should easily fit in the M- framework. The frame-
work executes a portfolio of cooperative DisCSP algorithms with different agent-
orderings concurrently until the first of them terminates.

This use of heterogeneous portfolios is shown to be very beneficial. It im-
proves the performance and reduces the risk of distributed search. With our
framework we were able to achieve a speedup of one order of magnitude while
reducing the risk by up to three orders of magnitude compared to the tradi-
tional execution of the used algorithm. The portfolios seem to make a better
use of computational resources by reducing the idle time of agents. This is the
first of two special advantages of the application of portfolios in DisCSP: we do
not have to artificially add parallelism and the related overhead but can use idle
resources instead.

We analysed and defined distributed cooperation with respect to two or-
thogonal principles diversity and emulation. Each principle was applied without
overhead within the limited scope of each agent’s knowledge. This is the second
special advantage of using aggregation in DisCSP: aggregation yields no com-
municational costs and preserves privacy because processes are not related to
search efforts but to agents instead.

Our present results greatly improve the applicability of DisCSP algorithms
by providing greater efficiency and robustness to two classical tree search al-
gorithms. In future work we would like to investigate how portfolios are best
composed and how they could implement a more informed cooperation (beyond
agent’s scope). The composition can be studied with different hand-made port-
folios or by dynamically adapting the portfolio during search. The latter will
provide more resources to the most promising efforts. Finally, heterogeneous
portfolios should be considered. They could involve various tree- and local-search
combined with some distributed consistency-enforcement method.
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